
Comptroller General 

U, S. Must Spend More To 
Maintain Lead In Space Technology 

Spaca r~lar’rufacturirlg offers the possibility of 
~~xl~rloitin~,~ the unique environment of space to 
produce materials superior to those produced 
CXI Earth or beliavcd impossible to produce on 
Earth. Whether space manufacturing becomes 
a mality depends on the results of future 
materials research and the propensity of gov- 
ernment and industry, both here and abroad, 
to invest. Success will require eliminating 
some difficult institutional barriers and creat- 
ing incontivr:s. 

Des[rite high expectations among U.S. scien- 
tists, only limited success can be expected in 
the nc?xt 20 yoers due to low funding and 
limited backirrg by the Administration and 
the Conqress. This could let foreign compet- 
i’tors rq;itlly overcome any technological lead 
irr m(:~t@rials science in space now enjoyed by 
thtf United States. 
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CQMPTROLLER GEt4ERAL OF THE UNITED flATt%i 

WASHINGTON. B.C. ZOSA8 

I3-197413 

The Honorable Adlai E. Stevenson 
Chairman I Subcommittee on Science, 

Technology I and Space 
Committee on Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation 
United States Senate 

Dear Pir * Chairman: 
“./‘. ” _~“_l”“l”“*y~“” I”,, 

lR(3*Ll fZ!L i*g-““-idpaCe 
requested that we assess the near term potential of 

Near term, as we have applied it, 
meanr; any time between’now and about the year 2000. Space 
manufacturing would take advantage of the unique environment 
(1 E space to produce materials or products which are either 
superior to those produced on Earth or are believed to be 
impossible to produce on Earth. The most prominent charac- 
teristic of the space environment is its constant near zero 
‘Jravi,ty* However, space manufacturing, with permanent manu- 
Eacturiny facilities in orbit, is not a near term concept. 
Rather, it is a long term prospect with a number of milestones 
to be achieved. The first milestone requires the completion 
of a wide range of materials science research to provide the 
necessary scientific knowledge about the influence of gravity 
on materials processes to determine whether space manufacturing 
will be economically feasible or desirable. 

Despite high expectations among many scientists ‘in the 
United States, we concluded that only limited success can be 
expected in the near term due to low funding and limited sup- 
port by the Administration and the Congress,, with the possible 
added result that our foreign competitors could rapidly over- 
come any technological lead in materials science in space now 
enjoyed by the United States. 

Appendix I is a detailed discussion of the issues i.denti- 
tified in this report and contains alternative actions which /~/~G.~.~~YI~~:~~~ 
we believe should be considered. The National Aeronautics and&& 
Space Administration’s (NASA’s) materials processing in space 
program is the current Federal effort which could lead to space 
manufsctur ing . This materials science research is also funda- 
mental to other space industrialization activities which are 
evolving and which require more basic scientific knowledge 
about space r its environment, its impact on human life, and its 
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advantages over tarceatrial conditions, In this report, 
materials procasing in space is referred to as materials sci- 
encoi? research in space. 

The views expressed in this report represent, collec- 
tively, the perspectives of nearly 100 scientists, program 
managers, economists, industrialists, and governmentW~f~~;~als 
with whom we talked in this country and in Europe. 
performed an extenerive literature search on the subject. 

As you pointed out in your request, the areas of inno- 
vation, productivity, and our national competitiveness are of 
great interest and concern to many in this country. The role 
of the Federal Government is critical in each of these areas 
in (1) sponsoring research and development that holds promise 
for innovation by the private sector, (2) providing a condu- 
cive atmosphere in which the free enterprise system can operate 
effectively to exploit Government-developed technology, and 
(3) encouratiing cooperation among industry, academia, and 
Government to increase the rate of innovation and productivity 
and to enhance our national competitiveness. 

NASA’s program in materials science research in space is 
but one small effort which exemplifies these issues. The new 
knowledge to be gained from this research, according to many 
scientists, could go far toward improving a wide range of 
materials now used on Earth. Whether space manufacturing will 
become a reality depends on the results of materials research 
yet to be done and the propensity of government and industry, 
both here and abroad, to invest. Success will require the 
elimination of some difficult institutional barriers and the 
creation of incentives. 

First, American industry participation is needed’in iden- 
4 tifying and planning the research that ought to be done. But 

industry, due to perceived legal barriers and disincentives-- 
for example, Government restrictions on the use of Government- 
held patents and on the exclusive rights to those patents--is 
generally not willing to become involved. 

Second, NASA has already developed much technology that 
offers commercial potential. Its future programs, such as its 
materials science program, will develop much more. The market- 1 ing and transfer of this technology to the private sector for 
commercial exploitation will need to be emphasized within NASA 
and organizational changes will need to be made to accomplish 
this effectively. 

Third I since current efforts in materials science research 
1 in space are in an early stage of basic research, with costs dis- 

proportionately higher than similar research on Earth, American 
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i,, K-Id 11. s ‘1:. I” y i kJ unwilling to risk high, long term investments. If 
w c! ~ri? t.~ achieve success and remain internationally competi- 
tn. i,, ve , the Federal Government must; be willing to commit and risk 
errouqh resources to (1) complete essential basic research, (2) 
furxtl a iargc share of developmental and demonstration research, 
41rrc:?l (:3) ~lsrr and commit enough resources for whatever follow- 
cn P:,,zuci, 1, ities and transport services may be needed to enable 
t”L,r’ture private enterprise activities in space. Current funding 
I, f:! Y o l,, Ti virtually assure very slow progress. 

Fourth t interest in developing space for economic purposes 
hi2 25 growh to the point that it is now a truly international 
c~nt6:rpr i se. However, the U.S.’ conservative approach does 
I1 (.I t”. i:r>m[,ia r e favorably to the specific long term plans of the 
1 % rn(imtwr::; of: the European Space Agency, especially West Ger- 
Irldtl’i,~ I* nor ttr the plans of the Soviet Union and Japan. Main- 
l.Idi.~'~i.r'~r~ a high degree of international cooperation, while 
fi,,illy rizcocjnizing that we are competing with these same coun- 
t:,r ie::; both technologically and economically, is a delicate 
i:'~:;r.le in internat ional diplomacy. 

The broad issues of transferring Government-developed 
t:i.lr.vtlrl(.)Ir,(3’~ to the private sector, and industry’s willingness 
lo IJSt:! it r surfaced as central issues needing attention by 
t:hr? Ariminiiitration and the Congress. 

‘I’hr! materials science program provides an excellent case 
rjtudy of the problems faced by NASA in transferring its tech- 
niLlLocj;y f:dr commercialization. On the one hand, NASA needs the 
:.:;upport and participation of private enterprise in planning the 
r~::jearch and in using the resulting technology. But NASA is 
trot. crgdnizetj to effectively gain the support and participation 
rrew3CC~ * On the other hand, private enterprise unquestionably 
L:OU l.tl use much NASA-developed technology, but’ is generally un- 
w i, J. 1 i, tlcj to CJ e t involved due to deep-seated fears of Government 
regulations and restrictions, such as on patents, exclusive 
r i 4 h t 9 i) propr ietary rights I conflict of interest, antitrust, 
1. i, 11 b i 1 i t y , and others. Obviously, addressing one set of bar- 
it i.er:; without addressing the other would probably have little, 
i f. a fi y , posLt ive ef feet * 

While we touch on some of these issues in this report, we 
br!li,,eve t.hat because they apply generally to all Federal re- 
sc~rct~ and development programs, these issues are beyond the 
!‘I c ci f’ 8 of your request e However, in discussi.ons with your office, 
WP w(?rc: cncourayeJ to pursue this broader issue in greater detai I 
(2nd we pl.an to provide this information in a separate report. 
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FUNDING “-,~~*----Iu-,* 

Tt il~l clearly premature to predict the variety of productti 
and pwocelsslsa from materials research in space or their economic 
po t c Irl t ;i,, a 1 1 Thuar the program receives little visibility or 
dllupport in the Congress or by the Administration, and cocre- 
qondingly, low priority and funding by NASA. Similarly, pri- 
vate industry cannot be expected to risk high, long term in- 
vestments at the present stzage of research. 

Yet * if preliminary assessments by the sci.entists are cor- 
rect., the eventual economic and social impact from new scien- 
tific discovery could be enormous, To prove or disprove these 
assessments depends on Government’s willingness to invest with 
no guarantee of success. Nor is it possible, at the present 
stage, to predict how large the Government’s investment should 
be. At current and projected funding rates, however, progress 
toward new discovery will be slow. 

NASA 9s currently pursuing two or three specific technol- 
ogies for commercialization, Strategically, their early suc- 
cess is viewed as critical to demonstrating the economic via- 
bility of producing materials in space which either are better 
than those produced on Earth, or which cannot be produced on 
Earth * Success in these demonstrations is expected to facili- 
tate future budget justifications, which, in turn, should 
quicken the pace of materials science research in general. 

FOEU?IGN ACTIVITIES LN SPACE - - 

There is concern in this country about the growing empha- 
sis and commitments by other countries in materials science in 
space ” This concern is not that other countries are ahead of 
u 9 now, but that once the Space Shuttle and Spacelab are in 
operation, emphasis by other countries could lead to technolog- 
ical and economic advantages which may be difficult to over- 
come. Many industrialists and economists believe that being 
“first to market" with new products or proces*ses is extremely 
important in gaining a large enough market share to remain com- 
petitive. 

These concerns, though somewhat overreactive, are not 
wi,thout justification. The United States, through NASA, en- 
couraged and assisted the European Space Agency (and its prede- 
cessor the European Space Research Organization) by providing 
guidande and offering launch and space flight opportunities, at 
reduced cost for cooperative endeavors and at full reimbursement 
for strictly European missions. The Europeans, of course, are 
grateful for this and would like more of these opportunities 
ixr the future. 

However, some Europeans, recognizing that U.S. capabili- 
I: ies in space are more advanced than their own and, therefore, 
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4 s v i c w c tii b y N n S A I cannot logically be shared on a coequal 
ij;ii; i ?y I rc.L3enli:: thei,r role as “minor partner.” 

European rJations1 desire to”overcome this minor partner 
~mL~(~c I t. heir uncertainties as to whether the United States 
wi I1 c:~,nt:inue to provide access to American systems and ser- 
r~ i, (‘2 ~2 s , anti their drive to achieve technological parity in some 
,,,A I” e a :j r) f space activities have all. provided impetus to develop 
ciipabi. 1 i-t ies; to perform r independently, a wide range of activi.“- 
t: i c s i t I 2 p a c 62 . Following are examples: 

- irf the earl,y Spacelab flights to carry materials science? 
exper iments, most of these experiments will be conductecl 
Isy Europe?ans * 

di,i:r/t3rrd the materials science experiments currently sc:hc+ 
t1.I ed for flight, West Germany has already committed re- 
:iources to perform a comprehensive set of materials 
sc icnce experiments --something the llnited States has 

n 0 t .  d 0 n e l 

--Fear ing 1.1” S” sounding rockets would not be available 
t: 0 I:: !J r 0 p e a K-l s , West Germany developed its own sophisti-“, 
cated and h igh1.y successful. sounding rocket system for 
use in 1.0~ gravity materials research. Its assessment 
was correct.--the U.S. program is being terminated for: 
budqetary reasons. 

~~~~~-West Germany purchased an entire Shuttle/Spacel.ab flight 
to assure continuity of its low gravity materials science,: 
and other space-related research. 

,--“‘I’he AK i ane , a heavy satellite launching system, was 
dcvel.oped by the French to assure an independent Launch 
c,spabil.ity in Europe. This system is now competing with 
t.he United States to provide future satellite launchi~rg 
:;i?~v ices (I u 

~~~~~~~~‘l’!~e French also plan to build their own unmanned, fully 
automated space lab for further independence in future 
m 4 t E? r i a 1 s science space research at what they hope wi.:I I. 
i,e greatly reduced costs compared to research on the 
Shuttle,‘Spacelab. 

‘I’Irc? capabi 1 ities demonstrated aboard the U,S.S.R,‘s Sal- 
uJU1” 6, t ile only space laboratory in permanent orbit, Soviet 
F.’ f’ f 1.) L” t, i ; toward d reusable shuttle I and the large number of top 
sc ient i :;ts committed to mater ids science research, leave no 
dcirlI,t: that. ma:jor technological. achievements can be anticipated 
by Communist bloc countries. 
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Japan bar mord recWAy plannad to devote aubatantial r4a- 
#ource~ to itr space dawlogmant palicy=-roughly $1 billion a 
year for tha next 15 yaaro. Thie policy commitor raaourca# to 
matwials rcionca reararch in spaccnl 

In rummary , while tha Unitcrd Btatcre etill apganars to brr 
prwminrnt in #pacal thrra fr little doubt that itr XM! haa 
dlminlrhrd, While WI obrsrvrd no immwiiats threat ta our 
Uchnologioal lard in matariale IC~(IIIICB, it inn the Xanvcbl. of! 
eommitmsnt bring msda by othsr cauntriae, compared to the con- 
aervative American approach I that in time portends the lbas 
of our technological advantags and “first-to-market” lead time 
for economic advantage --not unlike, or perhaps a continuation 
of, the phenominal industrial and economic growth of Japan, 
West Germany, and other European nations after World War II. 

Whether the United States is to maintain its world leader- 
ship role in materials science as well as other areas of space 
development, depends largely upon events of the next 15 to 20 
years. The opportunity to be the world leader in space is still 
available if we choose to exercise this option, 

This report has been reviewed and discussed at length 
with NASA officials. The full text of NASA’s response is 
included as appendix II of this report. 

We are making no specific recommendations in this report 
because (1) based on our observations, we believe NASA’s mate- 
rials science program is effectively managed, given current 
constraints and (2) the funding levels and policy for inter- 
national relations are essentially outside NASA’s purview. 
NASA’s programs of transferring technology to the private sec- 
tor and the private sector’s willingness to seek and use this 
technology will be the subject of our forthcoming report. 

We are deeply grateful to the many individuals in the 
United States and Europe whose contributions #were essential 
to this study. 

As arranged with your office, we are sending copies of 
this report to the Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget, the House Cammittee on Science and Technology, the 
House and Senate Committees on Appropriations, the House Com- 
mittee on Government Operations, the Senate Committee on Govern- 
mental Affairs, the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, the 
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Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, and the White House 
Office of Science and Technology Policy. Copies will also be 
sent to other interested parties. 

jigIJ;@ 
of the United States 

Enclosure 





APPENDIX I 

MANUFACTURING IN SPACE .._ I._ . ..- -“m,l”-l_.-“-w----- .----- 

‘I’echnological. i,nnovat ion I according to economists, 
r,:-r)ntr ii,ut.es significantly to a nation’s productivity growth 
;~rrtl (?ctrnom.i c we1 1 -being . As much as 50 percent of this Na- 
t: E c1r-l 1 :i I:ireduct:ivity growth since World War II has been ascribed 
to t:~!(:ltnt,lo{3j ca 1 innovation, because in creating new products 
<arId proI!c’ssc!s for the marketplace, such innovation provides 
,j u 11 IS f’ o I’ WC) r k c r s , and better equipment and means to produce 
tiicdh (~unl.ity goods and services more efficiently. This, in 
TV 111 r n , increase:; incomes and raises the standard of living 
whi. 1~’ (9ht?(:ki.ng inflation. 

‘I’~?c:~lntrlogic:al. innovation, however, is a long, risky, and 
very costly process. It begins with creation of an original 
i.,iea an<1 proceeds to research, to development of a prototype, 
to markc:t research, to gearing up for production, and is com- 
lJetc?d with the final production, distribution, sales, and ser- 
vi<:j I?CJ of- new products or processes. Each stage requires new 
i.ltlri increasingly larger infusions of capital, with commensurate 
i n~~rc~t3s~(!s in risk. I - 

The Federal Government’s share of the innovation process 
LA s u a 1 1. y e n d s either after the research stage or after the de- 
v (2 1 c) pm (:I n t stage (i.e., for products and processes innovated by 
the private sector using Government-developed technology). 
Nc~vvrrthc~l ess, the Government has played an important role in 
i rlnovat ion. Many technologies from space research, for example, 
tlavc? !;pun off i t n o commercial and social uses in the fields of 
mwJ i c i II c r transportation, public safety, industrial processes, 
~)trI 1 ut, ion control., energy, and of course satellite communica- 
t it”lrlS * The Federal, research and development budget for fiscal 
I 9 II 0 i. ,c?, o v r:’ c $3 0 hi 1 1 i on I which is more than ‘the total spent 
by the private sector for basic research. 

‘f’tIus, the need for continued Government support of re- 
soclr(:tl and development is not. challenged --nor is its positive 
impa<:t on productivity, job creation, and overall economic 
we 1 1 -bei.n(g + We, instead, strongly support the Government’s 
ro 1 42 i n innovation. 

:;PA(.:I*: MANUYACTUKING _. _(.” “. “. . _ “__ I “l. 

NASA ’ s materials processing program, a prerequisite to 
sIJa(,.:c manufacturing, is an example of a federally supported 
rf.!:;t:b:lrc:h effort which we believe could utlimately benefit 
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the economy through the application of new knowledge--first 
on Earth and eventually in space. 

Space manufacturing itself is a concept in which the proc- 
essinq or fabricating of materials in space would take advan- 
tage of special properties achievable only as a result of the 
unique characteristics of space. The most prominent charac- 
teristic is constant near zero gravity or microgravity. Other 
important characteristics include direct solar heating and high 
vacuum capacity. In the United States, the concept infers that, 
for the most part, actual manufacturing in space would be done 
by private enterprise for profit. 

If space manufacturing is to become a reality, much re- 
search and development is needed to identify a wide range of 
opportunities which are 

--unique to space, 

--economically viable, and 

--sufficiently attractive to entice investments by entre- 
preneurs, industries, and nations. 

Of more immediate importance, however, is that materials re- 
search in space is already filling an existing knowledge gap 
about the effects of gravity on various stages of materials 
processes on Earth. Therefore, research efforts need not be 
justified solely on the premise that manufacturing in space 
is the single ultimate goal. For example, an executive for 
a major farm machinery manufacturer said that materials sci- 
ence research in space is very promising--not to build trac- 
tor parts there, but “to fill in gaps in our knowledge in a 
very unusual way.” 

A major oil company executive provided this example. 
He said that a refinery was shut down for 3 days at the height 
of the qas shortage during the summer of 1979 because bolts 
made of the wrong material fell apart. The loss was worth 
$3 mill.i.on. He added, “if we can learn more about alloy 
selection in designing synthetic fuel plants, then everyone 
benefits. Trace elements can wreck a refinery designed for 
20 years in less than a year.” 

MATERIALS SCIENCE IN SPACE ___---“.. ---- -_.--_- _-..- -- ----.- 

The initial program objective in materials science re- 
search i.n space is to develop a wide range of scientific data 
about the effects of gravity on various stages of materials 
processing. This data would become the basis for identifying 
various applications to new or existing products or processes 
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which croulc:l result in improving their commercial value. But. 
t: 1’1 :i r:; j c; an ev(i1 utionary process. 

Scientific research, so far carried out by a small cadre 
01 matc:irials scientists, has demtinstrated that the behavior of 
mcAter In1 s rlur iny some stages of processing in constant near 
xe!ro gravity is totally different than on Earth. The implica- 
t. i on 8 from this research are that certain materials processed 
in space can be stronger, purer, and more uniform. Some mate- 
c? r i a 1 25 can be produced in space that, so far, cannot be pro- 
ductrd on Earth. 

‘Ilo attempt to name specific products expected from the 
111 i.1 t.. t: r i id I 5 rosoarch to date, however I clearly would be inappro-a, 
pr i il t. C! . 

A t., t, h f.i p r es en t stage of research, we believe it is appro- 
pr iat<: t,o describe only the differences in phenomena which 
occur tlurjny various processes involved in making, altering, 
:~i(!~,)iirat i ny , or mixing materials under the influence of Earth’s 
rjravi t.dt ional forces, versus microgravity in space. A few 
C’ x a m p 1 t” t; f 0 1 1 0 w : 

--On Earth gas bubbles rise in a liquid because they are 
displaced by denser fluids. In space these bubbles re-~ 
main in place until solidification occurs. 

---On F:arth in alloys with two or more elements, the denser 
rrcetal sinks and the less dense metal floats. In space 
t:hcy remain evenly distributed in a mix, allowing con- 
posite materials to be made. 

--Heat creates tdensity differences in fluids. On Earth 
the combination of heat, gravity, and the different deny’“, 
sities of heated fluids causes the fluids to flow in a 
random or unpredictable way. This reaction is referred 
to ils thermally driven convection and when it occursl 
constituteent elements of fluids cannot be efficiently 
s;eparated or synthesized. In space thermally driven 
convection does not occur, thus facilitating both 
separation and synthesis processes. 

,---The degree of purity attained on Earth in processing 
(:er’tain materials is often reduced by contamination 
caused by the walls of the containers in which the 
material s are processed at high temperatures. Yet, or1 
t:arth it is not practical to process materials without 
a container. In the weightlessness of space, it may t:)c: 
t)trth feasible and practical to process materials wi.thouP 
a container. 
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--On Earth gravity cause8 heavier particle8 to eeparate 
and esttle at the bottom of a solution, In apace euch 
particles remain in suspension. 

The average observer in Government or industry is unable 
to readily relate these differences in phenomena to anything 
which is economically useful, practical, or profitable. Only 
when specific products or processes are identified is the ob- 
server able to draw such a relationship, 

For example, some scientific articles refer to products 
and processes like the perfect ball bearing, growth of flaw- 
less diamonds, light weight foam steel, the mixture of incompat- 
ible materials such as steel and glass, high purity medicines 
and vaccines, and perfect crystals. The average observer re- 
cognizes that these results are difficult, if not impossible, 
to achieve on Earth. 

Many scientists agree that such products and processes may 
be possible in a microgravity environment, but they unanimously 
point out that these differences are not well understood, Some 
go on to say that, even if they were understood and specific 
applications were identified , private sector innovation to bring 
new products and processes to the marketplace will depend on 
economic factors, such as the availability and cost of trans- 
portation, markets for unique products, the cost to produce the 
products, economies of scale, the availability of high risk 
venture capital, and the willingness of Government and industry 
to invest. 

According to some materials scientists, enough of the 
right kinds of research could create a virtual knowledge 
explosion. The prospects of new discovery has captured the 
imagination and excitement of materials scientists throughout 
the industrial world, and have raised hopes of beneficial ap- 
plications in metals and alloys, composite materials, glasses, 
semiconductors, biologicals, chemicals, and other items. 

If these assessments are correct and the economics be- 
come favorable, the eventual national economic and social im- 
pact could be enormous. One major benefit expected in the 
near term is the ability of scientists to isolate and study 
complex phenomena in ways never possible before. At the very 
least, according to scientists, industrialists, and economists, 
this should improve earthbound products and processes. 

PROBLEMS AFFECTING THE PROGRAM 

A number of difficult problems must be overcome before the 
program has much chance of achieving its highest potential. 
The two biggest drawbacks are simply that (1) specific products 
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I) L' 13 r 0 C t;? U $2 t! S which will offer significant commercial benefits 
cannot. be identified nor quantified based on research to date 
~1t1~1 (2) the cost of materials research in space is dispropor- 
tionately higher than that done on Earth. 

I,sck”” of- ,visibility and support - .-.. II -_ .“l_l”_- I- .-.--- .-_. .- .~ 

Without identifiable and large-scale benefits, the pro- 
gram 1 acks visibility as well as support and commitment from 
tht? Administration and the Congress. This translates into 
‘low funding levels, at least as projected for the next 5 years. 

Similarly, private enterprise, the ultimate benefactor, 
needs Lo become involved but is not likely to invest signifi- 
cnnt.ly in space research ventures until it can identify re- 
turn:;, n n d then , only if those returns can be predicted to be- 
qin within 3 to 5 years following initi.al investments. Since 
the proqra,m has not yet identified specific products or proc- 
C.’ s “1 C.! 5 , industry has little basis for calculating returns on 
invcstmcnt I . 

Gaining widespread nonaerospace industry support and co- 
operation toward space-related goals will be difficult for 
othc2r reasons : 

--Most nonaerospace companies have not even heard about 
space research programs and certainly have not consid- 
ered getting involved in them. 

--Few nonaerospace companies readily relate space-related 
research to their current private enterprise operations. 

--Most nonaerospace companies are unaware of NASA’s man- 
date to provide new technology developments for indus- 
try’s own use, Instead, there is skepticism that NASA’s 
motives are self-serving and self-perpetuating. 

--Many nonaerospace companies have never done business 
directly with Government, and want nothing to do with 
Government in their day-to-day operations because they 
perceive severe Government interference and regulation, 
especially in current procurement contracting. 

--Many nonaerospace companies do not understand the widely 
used Government jargon and perceive a massive amount of 
red tape in dealings which many companies, especially 
small ones, can ill afford. 

NASA has developed an arrangement, called “joint endeav- 
ors, U in which NASA and private sector participants can share 
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ths coet and risks of Joint ventures wf,th no exchange of funde, 
NABA’r aim ie to offer aa much legall. freedom as possible to the 
priverte participant within existing statutes an4 regulationa, 

While it appears that many af the barriers for private 
enterprise are be3 much perceptual aa real, and can be overcome 
through the joint endeavors approach, some uncertainties re- 
main, NASAf appropriately, is moving very cautiously, and pri- 
vate sector Interest 80 far is limited, There are only three 
proepective joint endeavors and only one has reached final ne- 
gatiations. 

Fundinq constraints 

Space experiments are more expensive than similar experi- 
ments on the ground. This is simply due to the high cost of 
transportation, life support, safety, hardware, and the diffi- 
culty of providing support such as electricity. NASA expend i- 
tures haves increased in the last several years in preparation 
for the Shuttle era of the 1980s. However, most of these in- 
creases have gone into the Shuttle while resources allocated 
to materials research is still minimal, as viewed by people 
both in and out of Government with whom we talked. The fis- 
cal 1979 budget for materials science research was still only 
about $20 million with just nominal increases for fiscal 1980, 
or about one-half of one percent of the current NASA budget. 
These funds must support not only the research, both on the 
ground and in space, but also the development of research 
facilities (hardware) as well. (They do not support mission- 
related costs of integration, flight, and operation.) 

The limited funding could have serious adverse effects on 
U.S. progress in materials science and on any potential com- 
petitive advantage. For example, according to NASA and others: 

--A few early commercial applications, such as those being 
pursued in the joint endeavors, are likely to be dis- 
covered. While these are critically needed to demon- 
strate commercial potential, much basic research in 
materials science is yet to be funded in order to 
establish a broad scientific base for identifying a 
wide range of commercial applications. This research 
begins with extensive preparation, experimenting and 
testing on the groundr as well as designing, developing, 
and testing related facilities which will house the ex- 
periments in space. 

--A unanimous consensus was that most research must be 
funded by the Federal Government or it may not be funded 
at all. Due to the high risk, high cost, and lengthy 
payback periods, private industry cannot be expected 
to commit significant resources now. 
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--EI~1rBware needed for follow-on experiments planned to 
begin in 1,984, require 2 to 5 years to develop, test, 
and integrate into the Spacelab. Development which 
should have begun in 1979 or earlier has been deferred 
and is likely to slow the pace of the materials research 
program by 1984 and beyond. 

--Similarly, experiments which should have been funded 
already are being delayed. Only 14 U.S. experiments 
have been aelected and funded, of which only 9 have been 
selected for flight, compared to 39 selected and funded 
by Europeans to be flown on the first Spacelab. The 
14 U.S, experiments were selected in 1977. None were 
selected In 1978 or 1979 and none will be selected in 
1980. According to NASA officials, many worthwhile 
experiments cannot be funded until later years, though 
NASA had planned to select 10 to 15 new experiments 
each year l 

--New investigators cannot be brought into the U.S. pro- 
gram due to limited funding. This frustrates many sci- 
entists in and out of the Government at a time when they 
feel more of the country’s top scientists are needed in 
the program. 

--Other industrial nations, most notably West Germany, 
France, Japan, and the Soviet Union, have made substan- 
tial commitments to materials science in space. At the 
current level of U.S, funding, the probability of early 
discovery which could lead to economic benefits is on 
the side of other countries. 

--Early flight opportunities for materials science experi- 
ments on Spacelab missions will be occupied predomi- 
nantly by other nations’ experiments. Because of low 
U.S. funding, no new U.S. experiments are being under- 
taken and no related hardware facilities are being 
developed l This will mean that for flights beginning 
in 1985, no U.S. experiments can be scheduled, but in 
the meantime, European countries and Japan are pro- 
ceeding with their plans and will likely request Space- 
lab space for additional materials science experiments 
beginning in 1985. 

--Continued low funding by the United States coupled with 
the higher emphasis and commitments by other countries, 
increases the need for specific international ground 
rules and agreements to provide U.S. accessibility to 
experimental results --an increasingly tenuous possibil- 
ity as new discoveries with economic potential begin to 
surface and grow in number. 
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Thus , until specific products and processes are identified, 
adequate funding resources are committed, and legal barriers 
to private industry participation are removed, U.S. progress 
will be slow. 

Most of the problems cited above are perceived by the 
scientific community, both here and abroad, as resulting from 
ii lack of clearly defined national goals and the necessary 
nat,ional commitment to carry them out. 

CONCERN OVER FOREIGN SPACE ACTIVITIES ““..*I” ll.__.,-_l-.__ll__.---~ -..lll_--- 

Those researchers in industry, academia, and Government 
who are most optimistic about U.S. prospects of materials re- 
sc!arch in space are deeply concerned about the growing empha- 
;; i.s and commitment by other countries compared to this Na- 
tion’s conservative outlook. The researchers’ concern is not 
that other countries are ahead of us now. Rather I once the 
Space Shuttle and Spacelab are operational and used by our in- 
ternational competitors, their heavy emphasis and commitment 
coul,,d lead to technological and economic advantages which may 
ho difficult to overcome--the issue of being “first to market” 
with new high technology products and processes. 

These concerns, though somewhat overreactive, are not 
without justification. West Germany has taken the lead in de- 
veloping and building the Spacelab to be flown in the Shuttle. 
It has also made a commitment for the completion of a comprehen- 
sive set of generic research --something the United States has 
not done. This research is being complemented by expanding 
national. programs among European Space Agency members, partic- 
ularly in low gravity materials science research. 

In cooperation with Sweden, West Germany developed a 
highly successful sounding rocket system, TEXUS. This system 
has been used in low gravity materials research in preparation 
for mere complex and sophisticated research on the Spacelab. I 

The Soviet Union, with the only permanent orbiting space 
.“I aboratory, the Salyut 6, has done impressive materials re- 
search in space and its work continues. Other Communist bloc 
cvuntr ies have access to Salyut 6 and, at least one, Poland, 
has conducted a number of materials science experiments in it. 
The capabilities demonstrated aboard the Soviets’ Salyut 6, 
their efforts toward a reusable shuttle, and recent reports 
that they now have about 350 top materials scientists actively 
c:ngagcd in space-related materials research, leave no doubt 
that major technological achievements can be anticipated by 
Communist bloc countries. 
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In it@ ~~~~~~ ~~~V~l~~~Nl~n~~ pal icy, announced h-i March J978, 
Japan wotx,1,8 ~~~~~ rwghl,y $1 bill, ion year I)VQrT El 1,5=yeePr 
per hcl i:c a~l~~l~ cvf ite ~~~~~~Srn~ &t8 flay fundfix! I Part of that8 
commitment ie in materlale sciencBs1 Litkle 18 known ~lbout 
specific intereets, but past emphassin trnd progreess in glaasea~ 
OpticEl, and aemicondwtors could indicate the direction of 
much aE Japan'8 materials rscience efforts in apace. The coun- 
try’n first teat project is currently being developed with in- 
tentions of flying experiments on Spacelab in early 198S. 

France is active in materials research in spacer having 
flown manned experiments aboard the Salyut 6. France is tak- 
ing the lead in developing and building the Ariane, a nonre- 
coverable rocket system. France has also made plans to build 
its own unmanned, fully automated spacelab, the Minos. It 
would be launched on Ariane, be remotely rendezvoused, and 
docked to a power module, 

Other European nations, who, along with West Germany and 
France comprise the ll-member European Space Agency, are ac- 
tively engaged in ground-based material,s research, These ef- 
forts are preparatory to experiments which will vie for flight 
space aboard the Spacelab. These other European nations are 
also building many experimentation facilities for use on the 
Spacelab. 

The Western Europeans, however, are deeply concerned 
about their ability to keep pace in materials science and 
other areas of space development. With the exception of West 
Germany! other members of the European Space Agency and the 
agency itself appear to be suffering from a lack of funding. 
Moreover r the European Space Agency has internal conflicts, 
stemming largely from the difference in size, capabilities, 
and interests of the individual member nations, coupled with 
a charter which requires unanimous agreement on many of the 
agency’s policies and programs. 

NASA has done much to encourage European space efforts, 
including assisting the European Space Agency and its prede- 
cessor, the European Space Research Organization. NASA has 
provided guidance and cooperative launch and flight opportuni- 
ties in return for European contributions to NASA programs. 
In addition, the United States has provided reimbursable launch 
services for missions undertaken by European countries in pur- 
suit of their interests. The Europeans are grateful for this 
and would 1 i. ke to see these opportunities continued. 

Elowevc?r , space activities are costly and NASA, in line 
with the Administration’s policy, established price guidelines 
to recover full costs for reimbursable services provided. 
These services are fairly extensive compared to existing capa- 
bilities of the Europeans. 
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nl]L~llry 311~‘11’11~1~1 “I (*iirl ~trnt:r:i.buta to international objectives as 
WrJ )I I (1:: j”l f!VEill. 1 IIG! (Jr~?;ltF!St scientific returns at the lowest 
(1 I f/kir.l I 1’01;1 f F,I(.~I k ilzu.1 arly at. our present low funding level in 
rrr,il oil i 0 1:; :t(: i (~II(:c’ I Elowt?vtlr , while maintaining and reinforcing 
i IIt (“r rllrl. i i>llcl I I (‘” I 0 I, i ons r we also must remember that we compete 
w i I 2 I 1 I I ( ’ ! ; f I” Z;sllllr’ r:c~urit. I: i (2s , both technolgically and economically. 
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SUMMARY -I-- -- _...-_- 

%‘he worlcl stands at the threshold of a new frontier in 
Elpace * In most, categories, the ,,United States has been the 
undisputed world lleacler , sharing that title only in part with 
the Soviet IJn ion l NASA must be credited with achieving its 
primary goal specified by the National. Aeronaut its and Space 
Act of 1958-- att.aining national. prestige and technological 
leadership in space, 

Now, NASA must give more attention to its secondary goal 
of developing new technology which has commercial market 
potential.. Its materials science program in space is such an 
effort. If successful, new technological discoveries could 
improve national productivity growth and international competi- 
tiveness, and promote economic well-hci'iny. 

Oi?e of the keys to U.S. success wil..l be t-he willingness 
of private enterprise to: 

--Assist, NASA in identifying t-he most essent.ial materials 
research needed. 

--Identify areas from this research whjch offer market 
potential,, l 

--Take relatively long term investment risks to exploit 
new technology, 

However f developing technology for commercial exploita- 
tion presents a real enigma. 

--NASA is not organized or staffed specifically to carry 
out effective technology transfer nor to gain industry 
participation in planning and conducting space research 
on a cooperative basis. 

--I:iven if it were, IJ.S. laws and regulations on patents, 
proprietary rights, exclusive rights, and antitrust 
are viewed by private firms as incompatible with such 
a goal. 

--Lack of specifically identifiable products or processes 
has relegated materials science efforts; to a :I.ow prior- 
ity and low funding status, with the contracondition 
that without adequate funds and priority status, iden- 
t,ifIicati<:jn of specific products and processes will be 
alow to evolve. 

If the scientists are correct, there is much new know- 
ledge to be gained from space research in materiiaI.s science 
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which could produce ecomomic benefits--first on Earth and 
posio ibl y in space. 

SUCCeSS depends somewhat upon how well NASA manages its 
programs and adjusts to its goal of developing technology for 
oonrmercialization. Our observations indicate that NASA’s mate- 
r ial s science program is being managed effectively given cur- 
rent. constraints. 

The predominant variables deal with funds, removing legal 
harriers, and gaining the support and participation of private 
1. nd us t. r y 1 NASA has little or no direct control over these. 

The United States has an opportunity to enhance its world 
‘leadership position in space in materials science. However, 
t: h t:? u , s . ’ conservative approach does not compare favorably to 
thtb spec i fit long term plans of the 11 members of the European 
Sr);rc:c Agency, especially West Germany, nor ta the plans of 
thr? Soviet [Inion and Japan. Maintaining a high degree of 
international cooperation, while fully recognizing that we 
arc competing with these same countries both technologically 
and f:!cc~norn ically , is a delicate issue in international diplo- 
III a c y . 

AL’I’EKNATIVES ...I _. ...~ll.l-,. “““.,, ______- 

It is evident the United States has reached a point where 
it must decide on the importance of retaining worldwide techno- 
logical leadership in space --a goal stated in the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. The United States must 
also decide whether the prospects of future economic returns 
from materials science research in space are worth the costs 
and risks with no guarantee of success. 

In our view, the two issues are related, but are not the 
same . For example, continuation of current funding levels in 
m a t e r i a 1. s science may slowly produce scientific knowledge to 
c:vcntual ly result in desirable economic benefits. However, if 
other countries are committed to pursuing materials science 
research more rapidly than the United States, as they now appear 
to be, any technological advantage we may currently enjoy would 
Boon fade l 

On the other hand, if the United States decides to accel- 
erate the rate of materials science research by increasing its 
f,‘unding, the United States should be able to retain its techno- 
1,oqioal lead, and simultaneously gain a distinct time advantage 
tr.jy being first to exploit any resulting technologies--both on 
Earth and eventually in space. Even if there were no economic 
advnrl tages r an unlikely prospect according to many scientists, 
economists, and industrialists, the United States would still 
retain its technological lead. 
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We did not attempt to determine how rapidly the current 
rate of research and funding would need to be increased to 
achieve maximum economic and technological advantage, However, 
the current delays in hardware development, the number of good 
U.S. experiments that cannot now-be funded, the need to bring 
more of the Nation’s top soientists into the program, and the 

.A 

solicitation of European experiments to fill available space 
in the Spacelab, all suggest that two to three times current 
funding could be effectively spent. Such an increase should 
at least maintain parity between the U.S. and European mate- 
rials science programs as well as between those of the U.S, 
and Russia. 

Regardless of whether the materials science research pro- 
gcam is accelerated, a primary key to success in the United 
States is the participation of the private sector. Thus, much 
of the Federal Government’s role during the next 15 to 20 years 
should be directed toward (1) improving private sector confi- 
dence in the commercially-oriented goals of NASA’s materials 
research program and (2) increasing private sector partici- 
pation. 

The private sector looks to the Congress and the Adminis- 
tration to provide the policy and legal framework to encour- 
age the necessary participation, such as: 

--Liberal application of antitrust laws to permit pooling 
of private resources to overcome the high cost, high 
risk nature of space ventures in their early stages. 

--Reduction or elimination of restrictions on patents, 
exclusivity, proprietary rights, liablity, and con- 
flict of interest in return for participation commit- 
ments by private firms. 

--Minimizing the costs to U.S. firms by charging no more 
than incremental costs of flights, and treating capital 
costs of such items as transportation systems, launch 
facilities, tracking and control systems as sunk costs. 
(Ironically, this arrangement is offered to cooperative 
international partners, but not to U.S. firms.) 

Due to the extraordinarily high cost of the Shuttle/Space- 
lab and experimentation facilities, it may be necessary to 
charge U.S. firms only a fraction of the incremental cost of 
fliyhts in order to gain their participation, at least in the 
early rounds. Such an approach could be justified on the basis 
that the primary goal is to develop a wide range of scientific 
data toward commercialization by private enterprise, and that 
achievement requires private sector participation. 
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:Sn addition, while the efficacy of special tax incentives 
ancl Government-furnished capital resources was not addressed 
in t~l7i.s study, such incentives may be necessary. NASA offi- 
(vials believe these are the best solutions because they make 
private capital available effectively. 

The Congress and the Administration should consider 
whether additional international rules and organizational 
arrangements are needed to enhance the cooperative space- 
related endeavors in materials science and other areas in 
order to achieve the greatest returns at the lowest global 
costs. 

If our goal is to maintain world leadership in space, 
then we must be prepared to bear the high cost of developing 
a growing number of evolving areas. Moreover, we should be 
sensitive to the fact that such a policy could connote a depen- 
dency role for the Europeans. Care should be taken to assure 
our foreign .partners that a U.S. policy of preeminece is one 
l:l”om which all nations can benefit. 

On the other hand, future space development will require 
new generations of facilities, equipment, systems, services, 
and even new concepts. The cost of developing these could be 
1)cyond the means of any single nation. Therefore, the efficacy 
of laying the groundwork now for future cooperative interna- 
tional endeavors should be considered, particularly whether 
such endeavors should be undertaken on a coequal versus a de- 
pendency basis l 

The intent of considering all the above areas is to en- 
hance the confidence and participation of the private sector 
of the United States and to lay the groundwork for interna- 
tional cooperation. These, in turn, should lead to the early 
and orderly development of the space environment for economic 
]~UKE’OSC?S. Failure of such creative and extraordinary measures 
on the part of the U.S. Government could lead to the loss of 
II. s ” preeminence in space, both technologically and economi- 
cally. 
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Honorable Eiher B, Staats 
Comptraller General of the 

United States 
u.s * Cteneral Accounting Office 
Washi.r?,gtor-i, DC 20548 

Dear Mr, Staats: 

Thank. you for the opportunity to comment on the GAO draft 
report on the near-term potential of manufacturing in 
space 1; i.:c,( i.r.! 9 ,I"(:) 3 0 2 ) , 

As stated in the enclosure, we agree that GAO has raised 
important issues of technological maturity, innovation, 
and ,foreiqn relations . However, we feel that significant 
progress on all three fronts must await scientific and 
technological achievements. 

A similar letter is being sent today to the Director, Office 
of Management and Budget. 

S.incc!rely , 

Acting Associate Administrator 
for External Relations 
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NASA Comments on GAO Draft Report 

"Near Term Potential of Manufacturing in Space" 

Tht”? GAO report on "Near Term Potential of Manufacturing in Space" properly 
identifies the important issues of technological maturity, innovation, and 
r"P 1 at i ohs with foreign activities; however, some clarification of these 
i%suos from current NASA experience in Materials Processing in Space (MPS) 
should be useful to a more detailed understanding of them. 

In assessing the technological maturity, the novelty and utility of 
studyin(1 and practicing materials processing in space are recognized by 
most professional and industrial concerns. The most important current task 
of the MPS program is to demonstrate this novelty in exemplary processing 
areas so that utilization can begin as soon as possible. However, this 
(lpproacti require., c emphasis on the development and demonstration of sophis- 
Licated c:xpcrimental methods and apparatus rather than simply the commer- 
r:i;ili~dt,ion of the few things that may have early payoffs for individual 
compnn ies. Since most of the uses of space by the private sector will be 
innovated from these new technologies, the processes and products will 
gerrcrall,y be new and therefore impossible to list at this time. An 
understanding of the use of space as a tool for creative and innovative 
matc!rials processing is well underway in several ma,jor areas and results 
art? being published in the open scientific literature. On the basis of 
these phenocncna, industrial firms can judge the utility for their own 
purposes and participate in MPS accordingly, either to learn more about 
enhnncpd control of processes on earth or to develop unique capabilities in 
SpacE!. 

Private sector involvement is a key ingredient in the innovation of new 
technology through transfer and diffusion into the marketplace. However, 
the necessar,y support and participation of private enterprise is not simply 
11 II organizational problem. Current activities include both joint 
mdeavors with the private sector where no funds are exchanged, and joint 
c~crvF:"rnrnent/industr,y sponsorship of programs in the university community. 
In ,joint endeavors, institutional issues such as patent'and data rights, 
exclusivity, liability and others are being examined on a case study basis 
t,o provide experience through which understanding the incentives and 
protection is necessary for joint involvement. In jointly sponsored 
university programs, more independence and separate responsibility are 
t?ncouraqc!cl in the academic world, 
Processing Center, 

currently at the new MIT Materials 
so that industrial interests can be effectively com- 

bined with MPS results with a minimum but effective commitment of separate 
resoIurces. These interactive government/private sector programs are small 
and exploratory because NASA is focusing on the specific problems of MPS 
technology which must be generated and institutional constraints which 
will serve as disincentives to its successful innovation in the future. 
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While the successful commercial application of MPS technology requires 
domestic government/private sector involvement, relations between NASA and 
other national programs are clearly important in establishing a firm 
scientffic basds, whether performed in a collaborative or a competitive 
mode. Interaction between NASA and ESA, as well as member nations, has 
been restricted to sharing of mission opportunities until the scientific 
constituencies and modes of operation become established. At such a time, 
assessments of cooperation will be conducted which optimize opportunities 
but protect projects with commercial interest. Scientific participation 
from other nations is possible now in the NASA/MPS program through coop- 
erative arrangements (no exchange of funds) as specified in Announcements 
of Opportunity, A fundamental principle of NASA's cooperative projects is 
that each side has full and equal access to the results. So far, an 
Australian and a French experiment have been selected for flight under 
these cooperative arrangements. Other countries have not found it possible 
or desirable to participate in NASA's MPS program under these cooperative 
conditions. A substantial commitment of resources is necessary to support 
the scientific base in any country interested in MPS so that technology 
cooperation can be eventually possible. The NASA MPS program is prepared 
to participate in international cooperative activities within its 
statutory and resource limits, 

In a larger sense, the Europeans have taken and are taking steps to develop 
their own capabilities for space science and application purposes 
including systems and orbital facilities for materials research and teoh- 
nology development. GAO suggests that European uncertainties as to whether 
the U.S. will continue to provide access to American systems and services 
is one factor that has provided impetus to develop independent European 
capabilities, In this context, it should be noted that the U.S. in October 
1972 formally announced its policy to provide launch assistance to other 
countries and international organizations for satellite projects which are 
for peaceful purposes and consistent with obligations under relevant 
international arrangements. The U.S. policy provides assurance that 
foreign users desiring to use U.S. launch services on a reimbursable basis 
will be charged the same as comparable non-U.S. Government domestic users. 
Also, with respect to the priority and scheduling for launching foreign 
payloads, they will be dealt with on the same basis as U.S. launchings, 
with each launching treated in terms of its own requirements and as an 
individual case. Further, in recognization of their contributions of the 
Spacelab (European Space Agency) and the Remote Manipulator 
System (Canada), NASA will fl,y certain European and Canadian missions at a 
lower cost, equal to what will be charged for U.S. Government agencies' 
missions. Only experimental missions with no near-term commercial impli- 
cations qualify for the lower flight costs; for these missions NASA obtains 
for U.S. Governmental purposes access to the results. In light of this, it 
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may be ~311 id to conclude that the real impetus behind an independent 
F:uropean space capabilit,y would be their drive to achieve technological 
~,ilr*ity in space, also noted b,y GAO. It may also be the Europeans' view that 
dt:lvolopment of the Ariane launch vehicle will help to reduce the costs of 
uC70 of space for European commercial purposes. 

GAO notk?s that the continued low funding by the U.S. coupled with the 
hight?r emphasis and commitments b.y other countries increases the need for 
~~;pt~c: i f ic international ground rules and agreements to provide U.S. 
xcct’isihi 1 it,y to experimental results gained by other countries. In 
considering this suggestion, we feel it would be useful to anticipate that 
tl request for U.S. access for foreign experiments results will most likely 
bo countered with reciprocal requests for foreign access to the results of 
IJ.S. experiments. It would also be appropriate to note current practices 
a II d p 0 1 i r: ,y " A fundamental principle of NASA's cooperative (no exchange of 
funds) pro,jects is that each side has full and equal access to the results, 
of: (3 joint pro,ject. 

ticrwl?ver, in the case of foreign missions flown at the full reimbursable 
p r j c f! * NASA will not acquire right to inventions, patents or proprietary 
tl rl t: a ) except in certain instances in which the NASA Administrator has 
dt'tta?rminerl that the mission results may have a significant impact on the 
public health., safety or welfare. (In such cases, NASA may obtain 
tls,surances from the user that the results will be made available to the 
put~lic on terms and conditions reasonable under the circumstances.) 

ImportI.lnt. issues of technological maturity, innovation, and foreign 
reldt ions, raised hy the GAO, have been discussed from the programmatic 
viewpoint to provide additional insights. We agree that these are the 
rniljor issues for the MPS program and significant progress on all three 
fronts must await significant scientific and technological achievements as 
the proqram moves forward into the era of the Space Transportation System. 

Approval: 

Associate Adminiktrator for Space and Terrestrial Applications 

(9”i.O130%) 
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